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Communications for this column must be brief and always signed.
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The biggest hypocrites in the world
frequently pass as saints. They affiliate with some crowd that pretends
have high ideals, get favorable
o
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after the undertaker gets his.
But YOUR FRIEND is the biggest
asset you have. Cling to him or her.
Let nothing occur to kill the germ
A friend is the person who will
come
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and w ithout hope of reward. A friend
is the person who will not listen to
a slobber-mouth denounce you behind
your back. A friend is never jealous
A friend thinks of you ocof you.
casionally. A friend boosts you and
your business. A friend is there with
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in your hour of sorrow
A friend sincerely hopes
A friend remains
you will succeed.
loyal under all circumstances. Some
one has truthfully said that a friend
consolation
or

reverses.

is a person who knows all about you
Scarce articles,
and loves you still.
And yet nearly everyaren’t they?
body has a few. I extend greetings
to ail of mine, and sincerely wish for
them all the good things this world
affords, including health and happi-

dent, for in the writer’s view much,
if not all depends upon their attitude'
and their acts. We know the South- ness.—Tanner’s Magazine.
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